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’ INTRODUCTION

Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is widely used for fabrication
of complex three-dimensional (3D) or high aspect ratio micro-
structures and devices due to its physicochemical properties.
Elasticity, ease of processing, biocompatibility, and mechanical
stability of PDMS1 makes it a desirable substrate to fabricate
microdevices for biomedical applications such as cell culture,2,3

drug toxicity, and metabolism screening.4 Recently, PDMS has
also been used as a stretchable “organ-on-a-chip” device,5 which
could potentially replace expensive animal testing.

PDMS possesses high gas and liquid permeability coefficients
due to its large free volume, and low selectivity.1 Although this
may be advantageous for a range of applications, the ability to
control the permeability of PDMS surfaces is desirable to prevent
the leakage of hydrophobic drugs or metabolites in drug toxicity

and metabolism screening. In addition, the ability to reversibly
change PDMS substrate properties may be of interest for a range
of cell culture applications. Therefore, simple approaches of
modifying PDMS substrates while maintaining its mechanical
and optical properties are desirable.6 Strategies for coating pores
or microchannels involve vapor phase deposition of crystalline
(e.g., parylene7,8) or amorphous polymers (e.g., poly(2-hydro-
xyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA)9). A crystalline polymer pro-
vides a perfect high barrier for molecular penetration, but it has
limited mechanical properties (e.g., stretchability) due to its high
modulus (i.e., elastic modulus of 1�10 GPa). An amorphous
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ABSTRACT: Given its biocompatibility, elasticity, and gas permeability, poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) is widely used to fabricate microgrooves and microfluidic
devices for three-dimensional (3D) cell culture studies. However, conformal coating of
complex PDMS devices prepared by standard microfabrication techniques with desired
chemical functionality is challenging. This study describes the conformal coating of PDMS
microgrooves with poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) by using initiated chemical
vapor deposition (iCVD). These microgrooves guided the formation of tissue constructs
from NIH-3T3 fibroblasts that could be retrieved by the temperature-dependent swelling
property and hydrophilicity change of the PNIPAAm. The thickness of swollen PNIPAAm
films at 24 �C was approximately 3 times greater than at 37 �C. Furthermore, PNIPAAm-
coatedmicrogroove surfaces exhibit increased hydrophilicity at 24 �C (contact angle θ = 30�( 2) compared to 37 �C (θ = 50�( 1).
Thus PNIPAAm film on themicrogrooves exhibits responsive swelling with higher hydrophilicity at room temperature, which could
be used to retrieve tissue constructs. The resulting tissue constructs were the same size as the grooves and could be used as modules
in tissue fabrication. Given its ability to form and retrieve cell aggregates and its integration with standard microfabrication,
PNIPAAm-coated PDMS templates may become useful for 3D cell culture applications in tissue engineering and drug discovery.
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polymer, on the other hand, is typically used on stretchable
devices to complement the low modulus (i.e., 1�100 MPa) of
PDMS, but the molecular pores of the amorphous phase should
be engineered to gain high barrier properties for moisture as well
as chemicals. The latter could be achieved easily, in vapor phase
coatings, by adjusting the cross-linker density of the polymer.10

A few studies have been conducted to fabricate tissue constructs
(e.g., cell detachment,11 mechanical conditioning, and cell
detachment12) using poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm)-
grafted PDMS.12 PNIPAAm is a stimuli-response polymer that
undergoes a dramatic change in surface energy at its lower critical
solution temperature (LCST) of approximately 32 �C. At
temperatures above the LCST, PNIPAAm dehydrates and
changes its conformation to a collapsed form,13 which is suitable
for cell adhesion and culture at 37 �C. Below the LCST, it swells
and hydrates in aqueous solution,13 which drives cell detachment
with conditioned extracellular matrix (ECM) from the culture
surface without disturbing cell�cell and cell�ECM inter-
actions.14�17 Surface-grafted PNIPAAm was also used for tem-
perature controlled release of biofilms from the substrates.18

Thermoresponsive substrates with microgroove patterns were
fabricated to form harvestable cell sheets19 or capillary networks.20

Microgroove patterns can be potentially useful to align the cells
along the channel direction and initiate cytoskeletal organization
to form physiologically active modular tissue constructs. In these
studies, PNIPAAm was grafted in liquid phase on microgrooves
to tune surface energy. However, conformal grafting of PNI-
PAAm in liquid phase was difficult to achieve. Recently, PNI-
PAAm-based hydrogel microstructures were fabricated using a
soft lithographic approach; however, these microstructures ex-
hibit temperature-dependent shape changes that apply mechan-
ical forces on the resulting tissue constructs and may deform the
final aggregate shapes.21

Microtextured surfaces were previously coated with PNI-
PAAm using electron-beam polymerization in liquid phase.20

This method has led PNIPAAm to agglomerate nonuniformly in
groove patterns and caused rounded shape ridges. The overall
process has produced a nonuniform PNIPAAm coating on the
substrates, which can adversely affect the cell orientation and
tissue formation within grooves. Herein, we created a conformal
PNIPAAm coating on PDMS using the initiated chemical vapor
deposition (iCVD) technique. iCVD is a free radical polymeri-
zation technique to produce structurally well-defined conformal
polymer coatings, and therefore offers a high degree of control
over the geometry and thickness of the polymer.10 While
traditional approaches require substrates that possess specific
functional groups and produce films of limited thickness, the
iCVD method can be applied to virtually any substrate and can
result in film thicknesses ranging from a few nanometers to a few
micrometers.10,22 The iCVD process occurs in a single step, and
growth rates can exceed 100 nm/min.22We used a growth rate of
∼6 nm/min to create∼300 nm conformal PNIPAAm coating on
PDMS substrates.

We showed that the conformal coating of PDMS micro-
grooves with PNIPAAm created using iCVD can be used to
form geometrically controlled longitudinal tissue constructs and
enable their further retrieval in a temperature-dependent manner
by exploiting the swelling/deswelling property and tunable
hydrophilicity of the responsive polymer. This stimuli-responsive
template can be useful in fabricating modular tissue units for
tissue engineering applications and potentially integrated within
microfluidic devices.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Silicon elastomer and curing agent were purchased from
Dow Corning Corporation (Midland, MI). Dulbecco’s phosphate
buffered saline (PBS), calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer, Dulbec-
co’s modified Eagle's medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS),
penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-strep), and Alexa-Fluor 594 phalloidin
were all purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Glass slides and
ethanol were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). The
monomer, N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) (97%), the initiator, tert-
butyl peroxide (TBPO) (98%, Aldrich), trichlorovinylsilane, fluorescein
isothiocyanate-conjugated bovine serum albumin (FITC-BSA), bovine
serum albumin (BSA), and TritonX-100 were all purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Paraformaldehyde was pur-
chased from Electron Microscopy Sciences (Hatfield, PA). The cross-
linker, ethylene glycol diacrylate (EGDA) (98%) was purchased from
Polysciences Company (Warrington, PA). Silicon (Si) wafers were
purchased from University Wafer (Boston, MA).
Fabrication of PDMS Microgrooves. Silicon masters with

longitudinal patterns were developed with SU-8 photolithography and
used as templates to fabricate PDMS replicas. PDMSmicrogrooves were
formed by curing a mixture of 10:1 silicon elastomer and curing agent at
70 �C for 2 h and then detached from silicon masters. The channel
depth and width of the resulting PDMS microgrooves were adjusted to
∼150 μm. The space between two channels was ∼150 μm.
PNIPAAm Coating with iCVD. PDMS substrates were treated

before iCVD to provide covalent bonding of PNIPAAm to the surface.
The PDMS surfaces were first treated with oxygen plasma for 30 s. After
the plasma treatment, the PDMS surfaces were immediately placed in an
oven at 40 �C together with 5 mL of trichlorovinylsilane. The samples
were kept in the oven for 4 min, giving them sufficient time to react with
the silane. Following this treatment, the samples were directly placed in
the iCVDreactor for deposition. The iCVDofPNIPAAmwere performed
in a custom-built deposition reactor with a base pressure of 1 mTorr as
illustrated in Figure 1a. The monomer and the cross-linker were heated in
separate glass jars to 75 and 80 �C respectively and delivered into the
reactor using needle valves. The initiator was kept at room temperature,
and delivery into the reactor was achieved by using a mass flow controller.
Nitrogen gas was used as a patch flow. A filament array of 14 parallel
chrome alloy filaments was used for thermal decomposition of the initiator
molecules. A back-side cooled sample stage kept the temperature of the
sample constant. The thickness of the deposited films was monitored in
real-time using a He�Ne laser interferometry setup, in which the laser
beam entered the reactor from the top quartz window and reflected from
the sample surface. The thickness measurements were performed on
Si-wafers that were located next to PDMS samples in the reactor. The
thickness of the film was calculated from the beam intensity oscillations.
The iCVD deposition of 300 nm thick PNIPAAm was performed at
100 mTorr pressure, and the sample and filament temperatures were kept
constant at 30 and 250 �C, respectively. The flow rates of NIPAAm,
EGDA,TBPO, andN2weremaintained at 5, 1, 1, and 1 sccm, respectively.
At these conditions the growth rate was ∼6 nm/min. PNIPAAm reacts
with the vinyl bonds of the silane on PDMS surface. Without silane
treatment, PNIPAAm can form a conformal thin film without covalent
bonding, which has weaker adhesion compared to the silanized surface.
Characterization. Surface modification of the PNIPAAm-depos-

ited PDMS surface was analyzed by Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy with attenuated total reflection (FTIR-ATR). The spectra were
recorded by using a Bruker Alpha FTIR. An uncoated PDMS surface was
used as the control. Chemical characterization of the deposited films on a
Si-wafer was done using a Nexus 870 FTIR (Thermo Nicolet) equipped
with a DTGS-TEC detector. The spectra were acquired at 4 cm�1

resolution, and the number of scans was kept at 128. The spectrum of a
bare Si wafer was used as the background.
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Scanning Electron Microscopy. PNIPAAm coated micro-
grooves were dried at room temperature. The samples were subse-
quently mounted onto aluminum stages, sputter coated with gold, and
analyzed under scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) (JEOL JSM 6060)
at a working distance of 4 mm.
Atomic Force Microscopy. Surface topography of uncoated and

PNIPAAm-coated PDMS samples was determined by using an atomic
force microscope (AFM) (Nanoscope V, Veeco Inc.). AFM images were
obtained in tapping mode using rectangular shaped silicon nitride
cantilevers. The root-mean-square (rms) value of the surface roughness
for flattened images was quantified by using the software equipped with
Nanoscope V.
Contact Angle Measurement and Swelling Test. Static

contact angle measurements was performed with deionized water
(10 μL droplet) using a contact angle measuring instrument (FTA
1000B, First Ten Angstroms, Inc., Portsmouth, VA). To analyze the
swelling properties, Si wafers were coated with ∼300 nm PNIPAAm,
and water swelling of the PNIPAAm films was then monitored in real-
time using an interferometry setup (J.A. Woollam, Inc. Lincoln, NE).
Cell Culture. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were cultured in medium con-

taining 89% DMEM, 10% FBS, and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and
passaged every 3 days. Cells were maintained at 37 �C in a 5% CO2

humidified incubator.
Cell Adhesion and Protein Adsorption on PNIPAAm-

Coated PDMS Surfaces. PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surfaces, a bare
PDMS surface, and a bare glass slide were rinsed with ethanol, and kept
in PBS until cell seeding. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were trypsinized and
prepared in culture medium. All samples were immersed in 6mL of a cell

solution containing 2.5 � 105 cells/mL. Cell adhesion on PNIPAAm-
coated surfaces was performed at 37 �C for 2 h and 24 �C for 2 h, while
the bare PDMS surface and glass slide were only subjected to 37 �C for
2 h. After incubation at experimental temperatures, all samples were
dipped into PBS to remove nonadherent cells. Samples were visualized
with an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U), and adherent
cells were counted.

FITC-BSA was dissolved in PBS at a density of 25 μg/mL. To test the
protein adsorption to PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surfaces, the bare
PDMS surface, and the bare glass slide, 200 μL of the protein solution
was evenly distributed on the surfaces. PNIPAAm-coated surfaces were
incubated at 37 �C for 2 h and 24 �C for 2 h, while the bare PDMS
surface and glass slide were only subjected to 37 �C for 2 h. After
incubation, samples were washed with PBS and analyzed under an
inverted fluorescent microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U). Fluores-
cent images were analyzed using ImageJ software.
Cell Seeding on Microgrooves and Formation of Long-

itudinal Tissues. PNIPAAm-coated microgrooves were placed in six-
well culture plates after fabrication, rinsed with ethanol, and kept in PBS
until cell seeding. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were trypsinized and prepared in
culture medium. Microgrooves were kept at room temperature for at
least 30 min to make the surface hydrophilic for better cell-seeding
conditions at 24 �C. After aspirating PBS from each six-well plate, a
suspension of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts was seeded on each microgroove
array at a density of ∼2.7 � 105 cells/cm2 and kept at ambient
temperature for 20 min to drive spreading of the cell suspension on
the surface. Subsequently, microgroove arrays were gently washed with
PBS to remove undocked cells on the microgroove surface and
immersed in fresh culture medium. Seeded microgroove arrays were
kept in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 �C for 3 days. Microscope
images were taken daily to analyze longitudinal tissue formation in the
microgrooves.

To analyze cytoskeletal organization in microgrooves after 3 days of
incubation, F-actin fibrils in the cells within formed tissue constructs
were stained with phalloidin. Samples were first fixed with 4% paraf-
ormaldehyde for 10 min at room temperature and then rinsed two times
with PBS. Cells were permeabilized with 0.1% TritonX-100 for 5 min at
room temperature and washed two times with PBS. Samples were then
incubated in a PBS solution containing 1% BSA and Alexa-Fluor 594
Phalloidin (1:40 dilution in PBS after dissolving stock powder in 1.5 mL
methanol) for 1 h at room temperature. Samples were finally washed
three times with PBS and visualized under an inverted fluorescent
microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U).
Live/Dead Staining. Live/dead solution was prepared with 2 mM

of calcein-AM and 4 mM of ethidium homodimer in PBS. For live and
dead evaluation, each microgroove was placed in live/dead solution
during deposition on a glass substrate for a maximum of 30 min at 24 or
37 �C. Live cells were stained by calcein-AM with fluorescent green
color, while homodimer stained dead cells with fluorescent red color.
Cells were analyzed under an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse
TE2000-U).
Retrieval of Modular Longitudinal Tissue Constructs. After

culturing cell-seeded microgroove arrays for 3 days, longitudinal tissue
constructs were retrieved from the microgrooves by deposition of the
arrays on glass slides, as shown in Figure 1c. For release experiments at
24 �C, microgroove arrays (n = 3) were gently placed on a glass slide and
immersed in 24 �C PBS for 30 min with the grooves facing down.
Control experiments for microgroove arrays (n = 3) with the same
method were performed at 37 �C for 30 min to test whether the
temperature was the main driving force in releasing the tissue constructs
from the microgrooves. For control experiments at 37 �C, microgrooves
were covered with 37 �C PBS. Phase images for each sample were taken
using an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE2000-U). Approximate
lengths of retrieved tissue constructs were measured with Spot

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) PNIPAAm coating on PDMS microgrooves
by iCVD; (b) swelling of PNIPAAm film on PDMS microgrooves at
physiological (37 �C) and ambient temperature (24 �C); and (c)
formation and retrieval process of longitudinal tissue constructs.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/la200183x&iName=master.img-001.jpg&w=240&h=316
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Advanced software to determine the frequency of tissue lengths for
released modular tissue constructs from PNIPAAm-coated micro-
grooves at 24 �C.
Statistical Analysis. Data was shown as the mean and( standard

deviation ((sd). Statistical analysis was performed with an unpaired
Student’s t test, and p < 0.05 was considered significant.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PNIPAAmCoating on PDMS Substrates. PNIPAAm coating
on PDMS substrates with the iCVD method was performed in a
custom built deposition reactor as illustrated in Figure 1a. The as-
deposited thickness of the responsive film was adjusted to be
∼300 nm. The coating thickness on the samples varied(10 nm,
while thickness variation among 4 samples was (20 nm. The
swelling of the responsive film was observed as illustrated in
Figure 1b. To observe the effect of PNIPAAm coating on surface

roughness, SEM and tapping-mode AFM images were taken for
the bare PDMS surface (Figure 2a,b) and the PNIPAAm-coated
PDMS surface (Figure 2d,e). Top-view SEM images, AFM
images, and plots of corresponding height change (Figure 2c,f)
showing surface topographies demonstrated that PNIPAAm
coating on the surface caused increased roughness. The rms
values reveal the degree of surface roughness. The rms value of
the PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface (25.24 nm) is significantly
higher than that of the bare PDMS surface (1.21 nm), suggesting
that PNIPAAm coating on PDMS surfaces were more rough
compared to bare PDMS substrates.
We also analyzed the chemical properties of PNIPAAm

deposition using FTIR characterization. Figure 3a shows the
FTIR spectra of the PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surfaces as well as
noncoated PDMS substrates. FTIR peaks for the PNIPAAm
coated surfaces show O�H stretching at 3700�3050 cm�1 for
NIPAAm as well as CdO stretching at 1750�1690 cm�1 for

Figure 2. (a) SEM image and (b) AFM image showing surface topography of uncoated PDMS surface. Surface analysis for flattened AFM image of bare
PDMS surface gives an rms value of 1.21 nm. (c) Height change for uncoated PDMS surface through the arrow direction. (d) SEM image and (e) AFM
image showing surface topography of a PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface. Surface analysis for the PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface exhibits an rms value
of 25.24 nm. (f) Height change over the topography of the PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface through the arrow direction.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/la200183x&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=419&h=423
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EGDA. Figure 3b shows the FTIR spectra of a PNIPAAm-
deposited Si-wafer. We note that the absence of peaks in
Figure 3b due to unsaturated carbon at 1640�1660 cm�1 for
PNIPAM indicates the complete reaction of the vinyl bonds, thus
complete polymerization.
To test the changes in surface energy under temperature

transformation from 24 and 37 �C, static contact angle measure-
ments were performed for PNIPAAm-coated substrates. Inter-
estingly, the contact angle at 24 �C was measured to be 30�( 2,
while it was 50�( 1 at 37 �C. Also, the contact angle for the bare

PDMS surface at 24 �C was measured to be 96� ( 4. It was
previously shown that contact angle values for bare PDMS do not
change significantly between ambient and physiological
temperatures.23 We also tested the repeatability of the tempera-
ture-dependent wettability of PNIPAAm films at 24 and 37 �C.
The results showed a substantial reversibility for three cycles of
quick temperature transformations between 24 and 37 �C
(Figure 3c). Furthermore, we observed that volumetric swelling
of PNIPAAm film at 24 �C was approximately 3 times greater
than at 37 �C. This observation correlates with recent experi-
ments in which it was shown that a PNIPAAm-coated Si-wafer
with iCVD exhibited 3 times thickness change in swollen state
compared to the dry state below the LCST.22 Conformal
PNIPAAm coating on silicon-based substrates demonstrated a
significant swelling change and an increased hydrophilicity at
room temperature.
Cell Adhesion and Protein Adsorption. To test the cell

adhesion on various surfaces, PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surfaces,
a bare PDMS surface, and a bare glass slide were immersed in a
solution of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts containing 2.5 � 105 cells/mL.
Cells adhesion on the PNIPAAm coated PDMS surface at 24 �C
was significantly less than that of the control experiments with
the same surface and the bare PDMS at 37 �C (Figure 4a).
Contact angle results indicate that PNIPAAm-coated PDMS
surfaces had a higher degree of hydrophilicity at 24 �C, which
may contribute to a lower level of cell adhesion. It was also
previously shown that hydrophilic PNIPAAm surfaces drove the
cell detachment from the substrate.14�17 Another contributing
factor to a lower degree of cell adhesion may be due to the
increased swelling of the PNIPAAm film on the surface at 24 �C
compared to 37 �C. Interestingly, no significant difference was

Figure 3. (a) The FTIR spectra for iCVD PNIPAAm on PDMS (top)
and bare PDMS (bottom). The shaded regions correspond to (i) CdO
stretching at 1750�1690 cm�1 for EGDA and (ii) O�H stretching at
3700�3050 cm�1 for NIPAAm. Additionally, the amide I (∼1660 cm�1)
and amide II (∼1530 cm�1) bands are visible in both iCVD-coated
PDMS and in (b) FTIR spectra for iCVD PNIPAAm on a Si-wafer
substrate. The absence of peaks due to unsaturated carbon at 1640�
1660 cm�1 for PNIPAM shows the complete reaction of the vinyl bonds.
(c) Contact angle results for PNIPAAm film for three cycles of quick
temperature changes between 24 and 37 �C.

Figure 4. (a) Cell adhesion and (b) protein adsorption on 300 nm of
PNIPAAm-coated 2D PDMS surfaces for 2 h incubation at 37 �C and at
24 �C and comparison with adhesion on bare PDMS and glass surfaces.
* shows a statistically significant difference in variance (p < 0.05).

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/la200183x&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=232&h=442
http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/la200183x&iName=master.img-004.jpg&w=231&h=270
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observed between the number of adhered cells to PNIPAAm
coated or noncoated PDMS substrates at 37 �C. Both surfaces
were hydrophobic at this temperature. Hydrophobic substrates
are attractive for protein adsorption and subsequent cell
adhesion.24�29 We hypothesize that the adsorption of proteins
such as fibronectin from FBS on hydrophobic surfaces may have
caused the same tendency of cell adhesion on these substrates. In
addition, cells adhered to the glass surface at 37 �C at significantly
higher values than all other surfaces.
The protein adsorption on PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surfaces,

the bare PDMS surface, and bare glass slide was analyzed by
quantifying the fluorescent expression of these surfaces after
exposure to fluorescently labeled protein. As shown in Figure 4b,
no significant difference was observed between the degrees of
FITC-BSA adsorption on a PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface at
24 �C and at 37 �C, although swelling of PNIPAAm film on the
PDMS surface at 24 �C was more than 37 �C. This suggests that
proteins adsorbed on PNIPAAm coatings at both temperatures.
Interestingly, protein adsorption at 37 �C on bare PDMS surface
was similar to that of the PNIPAAm-coated PDMS surface. It was
previously reported that proteins may physically adsorb on
PDMS with hydrophobic interactions between the protein and
PDMS surface.23 In this study, PNIPAAm film was somewhat
swollen at 37 �C.We hypothesize that, for adhesion on PDMS at
37 �C, proteins may have physically adsorbed on PDMS with
hydrophobic interactions and, in the case of PNIPAAm coated
PDMS, proteins may have diffused into PNIPAAm-coated
PDMS through the somewhat hydrated PNIPAAm chains at
37 �C and adsorbed on PDMS substrate with hydrophobic
interactions.We also hypothesize that proteins may have diffused
into swollen PNIPAAm film at 24 �C and physically adsorbed
onto PDMS layer through hydrophobic interactions. In addition,
the fluorescent expression of a glass slide at 37 �C was signifi-
cantly higher than all other substrates.
Cell Seeding and Formation of Longitudinal Tissue

Constructs within PNIPAAm-Deposited Microgrooves. Mi-
crofabricated platforms were previously shown to be useful for
3D cell culture with controlled alignment and longitudinal tissue
formation.30�35 This study shows PDMS microgroove patterns
functionalized with the deposition of a thermoresponsive poly-
mer and their use in harvestable modular tissue formation.
Thermoresponsive films on the microgroove arrays exhibited
swelling/deswelling property and had a tunable hydrophilicity
that could be useful in controlling the microgroove surface
adhesiveness for tissue formation and retrieval. The cell seeding
process plays an important role to immobilize cells inside the
grooves and prevent cell growth on the ridges. After fabrication,
microgroove arrays were kept at room temperature for 30 min to
form a swollen polymer film with increased hydrophilicity before
cell seeding at 24 �C to prevent cell adhesion on microgroove
surfaces. NIH-3T3 fibroblasts were used as the model cell type to
form longitudinal tissues in the channels. To generate tissue
constructs in the microgrooves, a suspension of NIH-3T3
fibroblasts were pipetted onto microgroove arrays at a density
of ∼2.7 � 105 cells/cm2 at 24 �C. After 20 min incubation at
room temperature to drive spreading of cell suspension on
microgroove surfaces, arrays were gently rinsed to remove the
nonadhered cells that were not inside the microgrooves. As
shown in the day-0 image of Figure 5a, there was no cells adhered
on the ridges after the cell-seeding process. Cell-seeded micro-
groove arrays were placed in the incubator for 3 days to form
longitudinal tissues. Figure 5a shows the cell-seeding efficiency

and tissue formation in PNIPAAm-deposited microgrooves
during the 3 day culture. After 1 day in culture, tightly packed
cell clusters were observed in many microgrooves, and by 3 days
in culture longitudinal tissue fibers were visible in the majority of
the grooves. Similar to two-dimensional (2D) cell and protein
adhesion experiments, the nonswollen state of the responsive
polymer film increases cell adhesion. This contact between cells
and the responsive film may increase the stability of the tissue
constructs in the microgrooves.
Cell alignment within 3D culture platforms is a crucial element

of recreating the tissue complexity of a number of tissues such as
muscle.33,35 Alignment of the cells was previously achieved
with either microfabricated templates30�34 or patterning
methods.35�39Herein, we analyzed orientation of the cells within
the microgrooves after staining their F-actin fibers with phalloi-
din. Figure 5b illustrates cytoskeletal organization of the cells
within longitudinal tissues after 3 days in culture. In the majority
of the microgrooves, F-actin filaments in the cells were aligned
along the direction of the grooves. Actin fiber intensity and
organization show well oriented and interconnected cells within
microtissues, suggesting that PNIPAAm deposited templates can
be potentially useful to form tissue constructs with controlled
alignment and cytoskeletal organization.
Retrieval of Tissue Constructs from PNIPAAm-Deposited

Microgrooves. Retrieval of longitudinal tissues is a desirable
property of microfabricated culture templates. This study de-
scribes a temperature responsive strategy for tissue retrieval from
PNIPAAm-deposited PDMS microgrooves by exploiting swel-
ling/deswelling property and hydrophilicity change of responsive
polymer film on the substrate. As shown in Figure 1c, for the

Figure 5. (a) Seeding NIH-3T3 cells onto PNIPAAm-coated micro-
grooves and formation of longitudinal tissue constructs. (b) Phalloidin
staining to visualize F-actin in tissue constructs formed within PNI-
PAAm-coated microgrooves by day 3.

http://pubs.acs.org/action/showImage?doi=10.1021/la200183x&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=232&h=285
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retrieval of microtissues, glass slides were gently placed on the
microgroove arrays, and the entire structures were flipped to
initiate the detachment of tissue constructs through gravity.
Inverted microgrooves were covered with PBS to keep PNIPAAm
film in an aqueous environment. Retrieval experiments were
performed at 24 and 37 �C. Microgroove arrays were incubated
for 30 min at a particular temperature while they were placed face
down on a glass slide. After a 30 min incubation, excess solution
was removed from the periphery, and themicrogroove arrays were
gently detached from the glass surface as shown in Figure 1c.
When the retrieval experiment was performed at 37 �C, with

PNIPAAm film on the surface in a hydrophilic and less swollen

state, no tissue retrieval was observed from PNIPAAm deposited
microgrooves (Figure 6a). In these experiments, only a few
individual cells were detached from the arrays as shown in
Figure 6a. However, when the procedure was conducted at
24 �C while the PNIPAAm film was in a more hydrophilic and
swollen state, microgrooves demonstrated a dramatic increase in
retrieval of longitudinal tissues (Figure 6b). Furthermore, we
observed high cell viability level based on live/dead staining
images for retrieval experiments that were conducted at 24 �C
(Figure 6c), suggesting that neither PNIPAAm film deposited on
the substrate nor retrieval process adversely affected the cell
viability.
Comparison between the results of control experiments at

37 �C and the results of retrieval experiments at 24 �C and
considering microgrooves were flipped through gravity at both
temperatures suggest that the swelling and hydrophilicity change
of the PNIPAAm film on the substrate at two different tempera-
tures is the main cause for the retrieval of the modular tissues. We
hypothesize that the higher hydrophilicity of the PNIPAAm film
at 24 �C makes the surface undesirable for cell adhesion and
initiates cell detachment, and swelling of the PNIPAAm film at
24 �C compared to 37 �C changes the topography of the surface,
which can drive subsequent release of tissue constructs from
the grooves. During retrieval experiments at 24 �C and at 37 �C,
microgroove arrays were placed in an aqueous environment.
Although the aqueous solution was removed before the detach-
ment of the arrays from the glass surface, there was liquid
remaining underneath the microgrooves. The detachment of
the arrays from the deposition substrates may have initiated a
liquid flow, which may have subsequently caused hydrodynamic
forces. We infer that release of singles cells at 37 �C resulted from
these hydrodynamic forces. These forces may have disrupted the
cells, which were not well interconnected with tissue structures
because of less cell�cell and cell�ECM contacts.
To characterize the uniformity of the retrieved modular

tissues, the lengths of the retrieved tissue constructs were
quantified. A wide distribution in the frequency of lengths of
longitudinal tissues was observed, as shown in Figure 6d. This
may be due to the hydrodynamic forces in the aqueous environ-
ment that occurred during the detachment of microgroove arrays
from the deposition surface or due to less cell�cell and
cell�ECM interactions. These modular tissues can be conveni-
ent models for cardiac tissues,37 myotubes,40 myocardium
tissues,32 skeletal muscle tissues,34 and capillaries.20 In further
studies, using modular tissue engineering methods,41 it may be
possible to assemble these modular tissue units into defined
geometries to form more elaborate tissue constructs.
Harvesting tissue constructs from culture platforms with either

digestive enzymes or mechanical scraping often causes undesir-
able effects on cells and their conditioned ECM.19,42,43 PNI-
PAAm-grafted culture substrates were previously used to form
tissue structures and detach them from the culture surface by
using switchable hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity at two different
temperatures.19,20 However, a previous coating method on
microstructured substrates led to nonconformal PNIPAAm
coatings.19,20 In this study, PNIPAAm coating with iCVD caused
a conformal thin film on PDMS microgrooves which provided a
desirable 3Dmicroenvironment for structural organization of the
cells to form tissue fibers. In addition, conformally coated rigid
PDMS substrates provide an advantage over soft-lithographically
fabricated PNIPAAm microstructures21 in terms of stability
under temperature changes because temperature-dependent

Figure 6. Retrieval of longitudinal tissue constructs from PNIPAAm-
coated microgrooves on a glass slide. (a) Phase and live/dead images for
control experiment at 37 �C show that only single cells were detached
from PNIPAAm coated microgrooves. (b) Low magnification (2�)
phase contrast images of retrieved tissues from PNIPAAmmicrogrooves
after incubation at 24 �C. (c) Fluorescent images of tissue constructs
with live/dead staining. (d) Frequency of lengths of longitudinal tissues
retrieved from PNIPAAm-coated microgrooves at 24 �C.
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shape changing characteristics of soft-lithographically fabricated
PNIPAAm microstructures apply mechanical forces on cell
aggregates and may cause deformation on resulting tissue
structures.21 Furthermore, responsive polymer film exhibited a
remarkable swelling change and an increased hydrophilicity at
24 �C compared to 37 �C. This swollen state and increased
hydrophilicity of the polymer film caused subsequent retrieval of
modular tissue constructs from the grooves. These properties
suggest that PNIPAAm deposited PDMS microgrooves may be
useful as 3D culture platforms.

’CONCLUSION

In summary, conformal coating of PNIPAAm on PDMS
microgroove substrates is shown. We demonstrated that these
responsive microgrooves can generate tissue fibers and enable
their subsequent release in a temperature-dependent manner.
Temperature-responsive film on the templates exhibited more
swelling and higher hydrophilicity at room temperature com-
pared to physiological temperature. Furthermore, the swollen-
state PNIPAAm film with increased hydrophilicity at room
temperature initiated the retrieval of modular tissue constructs.
This stimuli-responsive template can be potentially integrated
with microfluidic devices and may become a versatile tool for
various applications that require modular tissue formation and
experimentation, such as tissue engineering and drug discovery.
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